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The Challenge

Pretzelmaker came to King-Casey to optimize the
brand’s menuboards. The goal was to increase sales,
profitability, and raise average ticket. In addition, the
old menuboard had been difficult for customers to use,
which slowed throughput.

The Solution

King-Casey worked closely with Pretzelmaker to
develop a strategy that would help them realize
their business objectives. King-Casey followed its
structured approach to menuboard engineering to
provide real, measurable improvement.
The process started with a review of the brand’s
menu strategy to ensure optimal results. Next was
an analysis of the current menuboard to assess its
strengths and weaknesses. This was followed by a
sales and profit margin analysis which was used to
strategize new menu segmentation, product placement
and space allocation.

King-Casey used the information extracted from
the analysis’ to develop a schematic that illustrated
optimized menuboard organization, layout, product
placement, space allocation and key communications.
From the schematic, King-Casey developed a color
rendering to visually show the design of the new
menuboards. Based on the new strategy and design
direction, new production artwork was created and
the new menuboards were tested and then rolled out
across the system.

The Results

Franchisees and customers are responding to the
new menuboards. They are easy to navigate and
comprehend, and as to the business objectives, the
results speak for themselves!
•
•
•

Sales of high margin Pretzel Bites grew by 6.8%
Average ticket increased by 6%
Combo sales jumped by 4%

The “old” menuboard was difficult to
comprehend and navigate, frustrating
customers and slowing throughput. In addition,
management felt the board was not well
optimized to realize their business objectives
for the brand. King-Casey was brought in to
diagnose the issues, and to develop solutions
that would result in measurable improvements.

Following a systematic analysis of the old menuboard
and agreement on the desired business objectives,
King-Casey developed a black and white schematic
(right) showing the optimized placement, layout and
space allocation of menu items. After reviewing this new
architecture with Pretzelmaker, King-Casey developed a
color rendering (below) illustrating the design direction
for the new menuboard strategy. This was used as
a blueprint by Pretzelmaker’s graphic team as they
developed the mechanicals that went into production.

The new menuboard has resolved all previous issues and has generated significant and measurable business improvement,
as a result of King-Casey’s proven analytical approach to menuboard optimization. “There is good science behind a great
menuboard”, says Howland Blackiston, Co-Principal of King-Casey.
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